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Abstract. A major paradigm change, from 2D IC to 3D IC, is occurring in microelectronic 
industry. Joule heating is serious in 3D IC, and vertical interconnect is the critical element to 
be developed. Also, reliability concerns will be extremely important: electromigration and 
stress-migration. This paper presents some actual problems and reliability challenges in 3D 
IC packaging technology. It shows how different architectures have evolved to meet the 
specific needs of different markets: Multi Chip Module (MCP); Multipackage module (MPM); 
Embedded SIP modules; SIP package-on-package (PoP) modules; EMIB (Embedded Multi-die 
Interconnect Bridge); Silicon-based SIP-Module; 3D-TSV stacked module; SIP variants with 
combinations of wideband and flip-chip interconnects. Causes of blockages and failure 
mechanisms, as well as problems with predictive reliability, which will need to be 
developed in the coming years, are analysed. 
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Introduction 
3D MCM (Multi Chip Module) introduces the IC chip 3D integration technology as 

well as multilayer interconnected technology of high-density chip, characterized by higher 
assembly density and capability, more system functions and I/O, lower power consuming 
and cost, and smaller size [1, 2]. As an important part of electronics devices, the packaging 
is responsible for the circuit support, protection, I/O connection, heat dissipation and 
shielding [3]. The new development of electronics devices is placing more new demands on 
the packages and on the development of packaging materials. The integration of 
microcircuit packaging trade-off analysis together with functional verification and 
architectural design results in a complete virtual prototyping solution for the optimization 
of complex electronic systems [4]. 

The main driver in today's commercial electronics market is time. Laptops, cell 
phones and a host of other complex high-density systems often have design cycles of less 
than a year and even shorter market windows [5]. The very existence of these products 
depends on finding fast design solutions to meet increasingly demanding performance and 
cost requirements. 

A key to minimizing system cost without compromising time-to-market is to combine 
manufacturing information with application-specific design information early in the design 
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process. Including a manufacturing cost 
analysis in the system design methodology, 
we can avoid leaving money on the table at 
the end of development without increasing 
design time [7]. Common wisdom says that 
80% of a product's cost, size and 
performance (timing, electrical 
synchronization, power dissipation and 
reliability) should be spent in the first 20% 
of the design cycle (Figure 1). Yet this is the 
part of the cycle for which we have the least 
mature methods and tools. This part 
includes requirements capture, specification, 
trade-off and partitioning. The 80%, which 
includes some detailed simulation and all 
physical design, refines and implements the 
design. 

 

Moore's Law 
 In recent years, there has been speculation that Moore's Law is about to come to an 
end (Figure 2). However, this is not the end of the line. Moore's Law was never just about 
the number of transistors and nanometres. It was about the benefits of new processes and 
new models for PCs, data centers, cloud services, embedded products, mobile devices, etc. It 
was about the benefits of new processes and new models for the future. And the arrival of 
quantum computing elements, among other things, should give us more ways to achieve 
further gains [3, 8-10]. 

 

The role of trade-off analysis in microcircuit packaging  
The future CMOS below 22 nm is delicate and one of the pathways for ultimate 

system integration is 3D integration 
requiring the development of via (Through 
Silicon Via TSV), thinning and substrate 
assembly technologies to stack chips and 
substrate levels on top of each other. It also 
requires the development of new materials 
for connections (carbon nanotubes, new 
insulation dielectrics) and new technologies 
for very low-pitch interconnections. In 
addition, these processes will have to be 
"low temperature" to be compatible with 
most of the structures to be interconnected. 
Stresses in TSVs, and therefore in the 
neighboring Si, arise from two sources: (1) 
growth stresses, that arise as a result of via-
filling by electroplating, and (2) thermo-
mechanical stresses that arise due to 
thermal expansion mismatch between Cu in 

Figure 1. The first cycle of system design 
should focus on cost, performance, size, 

power dissipation and system reliability [7]. 

 

Figure 2. Moore's Law predicts exponential 
growth of ICs since 1970 (after [3]). 
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the via and the surrounding Si [11 - 19]. In addition to producing defects (e.g., voids) in 
TSVs, including complications in electrical performance and potentially causing interfacial 
and or dielectric fracture, induced stresses also give rise to a plasticity-related phenomenon 
commonly referred to as Cu pumping, which can have serious reliability implications. 

The analysis of the packaging trade-off extends traditional virtual prototyping to 
include the determination of technology implementation details (Figure 3). The design 
horizon will depend on your virtual prototype, as you can define exactly how far the virtual 
prototype extends to describe the system details. Most of the electronics system design 
community (driven by microcircuit design) defines virtual prototyping as architectural 
design. Functional verification will provide evidence that the functionality of the system 
meets the customer's requirements. 

 

The micro/nanopackaging 
This is a key point concerning MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical System) which 

requires considering the system as a whole from the point of view of the elementary 
component, electrical connections, energy sources and storage components, 
interconnections and mechanical protection. Packaging represents 80% of the cost of the 
final product and 80% of the causes of failure. MEMS packaging is indeed a complex issue. 
Moving parts are mechanically very fragile and often require to operate in a relatively high 
vacuum (< 10-2 mbar) in the case of vibrating systems. 

 

 
Figure 3. The exponential growth of the cost of lithographic equipment since 1966 [3].

 

The conventional method for maintaining Moore's Law is to reduce the dimensions 
of components by lithography - which is increasingly sophisticated and expensive [3]. 3D 
integration technology - which has been recognized as a technology for realizing future 
low-cost ICs - provides the third dimension to extend Moore's Law to an ever-higher 
density, with more functionality and better performance, at lower costs [7]. 

To realize a small form factor, 3D packaging is required. The market requirements for 
microelectronics form factor lead to 3D packages that are ultra-light, ultra-thin and with a 
small footprint. 3D silicon chips are typically 50 ... 100 μm thick and are about 90% thinner 
than conventional packages. The high-density interconnects in 3D packaging are in the 
order of 5 ... 20 μm in diameter and more than 90% smaller than those in 2D packaging. 
Thus, a huge reduction in size and weight could be achieved by replacing conventional 
packaging with 3D technology (Figure 4) [11]. A small form factor requires a small chip 
footprint, which is defined as the area of the printed circuit board occupied by the silicon 
chip. 
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the difference footprint between conventional 2D 

packets (a) and 3D packages (b), (after [11]). 
 

A high-level assembly process flow for a single component is illustrated in Figure 5 
to show the typical points in the flow where the wafer, die, and assembled package are 
tested to check for manufacturing quality or performance. 

 

Figure 5. Key steps in a package assembly process. 
 

Figure 6 illustrates how different architectures have evolved to meet specific needs for 
different markets (after [11, 20). 
(a) Multi Chip Module (MCP) - Two or more chips are attached in a planar configuration to a 

packaging substrate (the red line in the schematic drawing indicates that the two or 
more chips are electrically connected using side interconnects on the package). The 
image shows the Intel Iris Pro processor with a CPU (the larger of the two chips) and a 
DRAM chip. 

(b) Multipackage module (MPM). One or more chips are packaged before being attached to 
the final package. The picture above shows the Intel Knight's Landing processor using 
the MC-DRAM memory module. The MC-DRAM memory module (a memory stack 
conforming to the Hybrid Memory Cube specification [1]) consists of four stacked 
memory chips connected by Through Silicon Vias (TSVs), placed on top of a logic chip. 

(c) Embedded SIP modules have seamless chip-to-package interconnections and are usually 
constructed using wafer levels or reconstituted panels [2, 3]. 
Two packages are stacked on top of each other and connected by peripheral 

interconnections. Peripheral interconnections can be made using solder balls, Cu rods or 
solder-coated copper balls. An example of a MCeP (Molded Core embedded Package) is 
shown in figure 6d. MCeP is the registered trademark of SHINKO electric industries, Co. Ltd. 
(SIP – a subset of the broader concept of System On Package (SOP) (figure 6e). Its refers to 
the on-package integration of multiple heterogeneous and/or homogenous ICs, each of 
which may be in the form of unpackaged die, individually packaged die, or packaged 
modules. 
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Figure 6. Specific architectures for different markets (after [4, 6, 11, 20): 
(a) Multi Chip Module (MCP); (b) Multi Package module (MPM) 

(c) Embedded SIP modules; (d) SIP package-on-package (PoP) modules 
(e) EMIB (Embedded Multi-die Interconnect Bridge); (f) Silicon-based SIP-Module; 

(g) 3D-TSV stacked module; (h) SIP variants with combinations of wideband and flip-chip 
interconnects. 

 

EMIB-based SIPs use embedded silicon for localized high-density interconnects. The 
figure 6e shows part of Altera's STRATIX-10 [5]. A silicon interposer is used for thin feature 
interconnects between different chips or chip stacks (figure 6 f). The interposer has TSVs to 
connect the chips to the packaging substrate [6]. Multiple chips are stacked using TSV-
based interconnects (figure 6g). The figure 6h shows a Micron HMC memory stack. SIP 
variants include combinations of wideband and flip-chip interconnects. One class of SIP 
configurations that has driven the most significant technology changes is through silicon 
vias (TSV)-based SIP [21,22]. The most commonly used interconnect between stacked die 
for currently available products with TSVs is solder based with interconnect pitches as low 
as 40 μm (advantage: compliant, also more tolerant to misalignment and lack of coplanarity 
between bonded surfaces during assembly. However, as the joints become increasingly 
small, with decreasing interconnect pitches projected below 40 μm for future 3D stacks, the 
available solder volume will be reduced and a greater proportion of the solder joint will 
become intermetallic compounds, thus decreasing its compliance [23]. With shrinking 
interconnect pitch, there is an increasing risk of solder bridging during the assembly 
process since the joints are closer to each other. 
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Reliability of micro-nanosystems 
A micro-nanosystem can be defined as a system in which at least one functional 

component is at the micro-nanometric scale [24]. The term "system" implies that one can 
interact in a controlled manner on its operation. The large initial tensile stress is caused by 
grain boundary elimination during self-annealing and device fabrication, and is undesirable 
from the reliability perspective, since this causes large stresses in Si. Because of the 
potentially serious reliability complications, the role of Cu pumping has been widely 
studied, and the effects of various process parameters (such as TSV spacing, diameter, Cu 
overburden after electroplating, and annealing conditions) have been noted [25 - 30]. 
Although electromigration (EM) is a significant reliability issue in metallic interconnects in 
electronics, TSVs are generally less susceptible to EM induced failures. Since EM induced 
interfacial sliding is non-symmetric (and unlike under thermal cycling conditions, it accrues 
continuously) it may pose a potentially serious reliability challenge, particularly as the 
current density through the vias increases with decreasing TSV diameter. Stacked packages 
utilize commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) packaging which establishes the reliability baseline. 
The unique reliability issues with package stacking are assembly quality and mechanical 
shock and vibration effects [31 - 33]. MEMS reliability studies concern the development of 
knowledge of failure mechanisms and the use of this knowledge to establish predictive 
models. To date, this is the first brake on the industrialization of MEMS and even more so of 
NEMS [34 - 35]. The main difficulty comes from the very large diversity of materials and 
technological processes used (the characteristics of thin films depend on the techniques 
and conditions of elaboration and these characteristics may change during the device 
manufacturing process, but also over time or differ from one device to another) [36 - 37]. 
The lack of recognized techniques for the characterization of MEMS and the lack of 
standardization in terms of reliability are also important bottlenecks. Predictive reliability 
is, therefore, still in its infancy and will need to be developed at all costs in the coming 
years [38]. 

 

Conclusion 
TSV-based 3D stacking has generated considerable interest, research and 

development effort in architecture and manufacturing has resulted in a detailed 
understanding of multiple aspects of the technology. The primary advantages of package 
stacking are the reduction in substrate area, decreased interconnection lengths and the 
ability to pre-test packages before stacking. The electrical interconnection length between 
packages in a stack is less than the length that could be achieved with individual packages 
arrayed in a planar configuration, decreasing propagation delay. A major advantage of this 
approach is the ability to pre-test and burn-in devices prior to stacking. Whether at home, in 
the office or on the move, modern life is increasingly dominated by electronics. For more 
than 50 years, the development of microelectronic (and now very often nanoelectronic) 
devices has revolutionized our way of life by offering a vast choice of products and services. 
Technological progress has made possible the realization of new objects and functions, 
some of which are giving rise to considerable markets. From safer and more 
environmentally friendly autonomous cars, to ever more sophisticated fixed and mobile 
communication systems, to increasingly powerful multimedia and computer equipment, to 
personal medical assistance systems and leisure activities, the range of applications 
continues to expand and diversify. 
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